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Elevate the privileges of cmd.exe by using runas.exe. In this particular case, the command-line program was not running with the administrative rights of the current user, so that it could not be executed, the program that runs cmd.exe in a sandboxed process must be run in administrative context. The quick and dirty solution is to set a local user with
administrative privileges (local admin) and you could use that as a kind of backdoor, but it also has some drawbacks. The code in the CreateObject() method, particularly in the first argument, is the type declaration for the COM object to be registered. That is the type declaration of the COM object for which the Registration Services Application is registering. If
the COM object is running under a subtype declaration that would change the type of the COM object, the declaration must be included in the method. Call this method on a 64-bit Windows operating system. This DLL is available for both 32-bit and 64-bit Windows operating systems. Click on the DLL on the executable shortcut on your hard drive, then in the

address bar, type regsvr32 and press ENTER. I have to agree with @Naemon. While the RegSvr32 can be used to simply register a DLL on the system, it is often used to bypass security tools that monitor executable DLLs for malicious activity. The reason being that certain security tools often monitor the process that is executed by the RegSvr32, although not
always. Thus in some cases the same RegSvr32 can act like a DOS object being executed if such monitoring is in place. Since it is a command line utility I would not focus on what it is doing unless it is causing some actual problems for the program.

Running Regsvr32 Exe On Msi Dll

To solve this, several things need to happen: The installer EXE must have a registry key that allows RegSvr32 to access it (this can be accomplished by copying a file, and setting the ExeRegExt parameter to regsver32.exe) The MSI must be signed using a key that is appropriate for the environment in which it will run (that is, if it will be run in an enterprise
environment, then it needs to be signed with a Certificate Authority) The installer must be signed using a certificate that is appropriate for the environment in which it will run (that is, if it will be run in an enterprise environment, then it needs to be signed with a certificate from a trusted Certificate Authority) Running RegSvr32 from the MSI file can be

problematic. If RegSvr32 is executed from the Installer package, then it is first called before the installer DLL is registered. If the installer DLL is registered by RegSvr32, then the DLL is not registered by the Windows system, and so the attacker will not be able to execute the command that runs the command line. when i have a signed msi file(exe), it gives an
error, but in the msi files if I add a regsvr32.exe then it gets registered by the system.. any one know how to add the regsvr32 or where is the problem. In this course, we analyze various techniques which help hackers to bypass whitelists. We will use practical applications where attackers can bypass whitelists by abusing regsvr32.exe through the following

techniques: [1] In less than an hour, we’ll discuss the basic concepts you need to get you started, including how to use regsvr32.exe and its variants to create, install, update, and uninstall COM scriptlets, and how to use malicious DLL files to execute malware on the target system. We’ll also demonstrate how to abuse the language features of the Windows Script
Host to create, install, update, and uninstall COM scriptlets, and how to use malicious DLLs to execute malware on the target system. Although most variations of regsvr32 are just used for benign purposes, we will also use those for malicious purposes. We will demonstrate that by using malicious DLLs to execute malware on the target. In addition, we’ll discuss

some applications of this technique. The following are a few variants of regsvr32: regsvr32.exe /u - This command-line utility registers COM component scripts. The /u parameter specifies that the DLLs should be unregistered, and also provides administrative privileges. regsvr32.exe /s - This command-line utility registers COM component scripts. The /s parameter
specifies that the DLLs should be registered by the System account, and also does not require administrative privileges. regsvr32 /u - This registry key allows an administrator to specify that the key is created by an unregistered COM server instead of the normal Register Server dialog. regsvr32 /regist /fullserver /noregistration - This command-line utility registers

COM component scripts. The /regist parameter specifies that the key is to be registered by the server, and the /fullserver parameter specifies that the server should be fully registered instead of being registered with a skeleton. regsvr32.exe /key - This command-line utility registers COM component scripts. The /key parameter specifies that the key is to be
created by an unregistered COM server instead of the normal Register Server dialog. running regsvr32 exe on msi dll As we discussed, the use of regsvr32 in malicious usage can avoid some of the whitelisting. We will use exe files that we will download and execute. These files are more complex than dll files and will not be discussed in this blog. The sample

below shows how we can execute an exe file without any issues of access rights. In this blog, we will discuss: Hacking using regsvr32 Loading DLL files using regsvr32.exe Different variants of regsvr32 Attack example using regsvr32 Summary running regsvr32 exe on msi dll Regsvr32. 5ec8ef588b
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